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““To address technology needs To address technology needs 
from Industry from Industry to help SOFto help SOF

combat a global terrorist threat”combat a global terrorist threat”
Focus on counter insurgencyFocus on counter insurgency

AGENDAAGENDA
Enemy specificitiesEnemy specificities

French Special Forces conceptFrench Special Forces concept
What are our needs?What are our needs?
ConclusionConclusion



Enemy specificities:Enemy specificities:
course of actioncourse of action

small groupssmall groups
harassment actionsharassment actions
know the terrainknow the terrain
not tied to any rulenot tied to any rule
avoid direct confrontation avoid direct confrontation 
Hide among the populationHide among the population



Enemy specificity:Enemy specificity:
CommandCommand and Support Systemand Support System

Secret organizationSecret organization
Light logisticLight logistic
Discrete recruitment networkDiscrete recruitment network
Secret structure for training and indoctrinationSecret structure for training and indoctrination
DeDe--concentrated command and control concentrated command and control 
structure structure 
Covered information and communication Covered information and communication 
systemsystem
Lessons learned and Technology transferLessons learned and Technology transfer
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What are our needs?What are our needs?



To  sum upTo  sum up

Find a needle in Find a needle in 
a hey stakea hey stake



All the assets which will help us:All the assets which will help us:

to searchto search
to identifyto identify
to monitorto monitor
to isolateto isolate
to neutralizeto neutralize
to destructto destruct

To improve our To improve our 
mobilitymobility
To improve our To improve our 
autonomyautonomy
To improve our To improve our 
discretiondiscretion
to communicateto communicate
To protectTo protect

To localizeTo localize
to discriminateto discriminate



PRODUCTSPRODUCTS

Products easy to use :Products easy to use :
–– LightLight
–– RoughRough
–– AutonomyAutonomy
–– MiniaturisationMiniaturisation
–– DiscreteDiscrete
Combining assets and technology which Combining assets and technology which 
already exists already exists 
Adaptation of technologies already used Adaptation of technologies already used 
by other agenciesby other agencies
Adaptation of the product to the Adaptation of the product to the 
environmentenvironment

URBAN AREASURBAN AREAS



PROCESSPROCESS
Immediate response Immediate response 
Direct collaborationDirect collaboration
Shorten proceduresShorten procedures
CustomiseCustomise
VersatilityVersatility



CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION
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